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The present chapter falls into five sections.

First of all, there is set forth a problem that is peculiar to

physics as distinct from other hatlral sciences such as chemistry

a nd biology. Secondly, there is worked out a descriptive account

of space and time. Thirdly, aft attempt is nade to formulate

their abstract intelligibility. Fourthly, there follows a dis-

cussion of rods and clocks. Finally, the concrete intelligi-

bility of space and time is indicated.
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For a variety of reasons, attention is now

directed to the notions of space and time. riot only are these

notions puzzling and so interesting, but they throw considerable

light on the precise nature of abstraction, Choy provide a con-

crete and familiar context for the foregoing analyses of empir-

ical science, an th,ey form a natural bridge over which we may

advance from our oKamination of science to an examination of

common sense.
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1.	 The Problem Peculiar tp Physics

LrZ ez-va	 E>iii

To formulLte this problem, distinctions must be

drawn 1) between propositions and expressions and 2) between

invariant and relative expressions.

For present purposes the distlnctions between

propositions and expressions will be indicated sufficiently by

such illustrative statements as the following:

"It is cold" and Ill fait froid" are two ex-

pressions of the same proposition.

Again,"2 + 2	 4" and "10 10 = 100" are res-

pectively the decimal and binary expressions of the same pro-

position.

Now just as different expressions may stand for

the same proposition, so the same expression under different

circumstances may stand for different propositions. This fact

leads to a distinction betveen invariant and relative ex-

pressions.

Expressions are named inwriant if, when employed

in any place or at any time, they stand for the same proposition.

Expressions are named relative if, when employed

in different places or at different times, they stand for

different propositions.

Thus, "2 * 2 =4" stands for the same proposition

no matter where or when it is uttered. It is invariant. On the

other hand, "John is here noe stands for as many different pro-

positions as there are places in which it is uttered and times

at uhich it is uttered. It is relative.
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1.2/	 It is not difficult to discern the reason why

some expressions s;re -Invariant and others are relative. For

if an expression stands for an abstrect proposition, it con-

tains no reference to any particuler place or time; if it con-

tains no reference to particIllar places or times, it contains

no element that might vary with variations of the place or time

of the speaker. Inversely, if an expression stands for a concrete

proposition, it will contain a reference to a particular place or

time and so it ':.411 include au element that can vary with varia-

tions of th,: so'eakris position &ad time.

The point may be illustrated by contrasting

the uSe of the copula, "is", in the two expressions, "John is

here", and "Pure water is H200. In the first expression, which

stands for a concrete proposition, the coeula is relative to

the time of utterance; the grammatical present tense of the

verb, to be, has its proper force; and saying that John is here

has no implication that John wL:s or was not here, or that John

will or vill not be here. On the other hand, to say that pure

water is H20 is to utter an abstract lay of nature; grammatically,

the copula OC:IgIT In the present tease, but it is not intended to

confine the force of the expression to the present time. For if

really it is true that pure water is 1120, then necessarily pure

water was 1120 even before oxygen vas discovered and pure water
4

will remc4n	 after an atom-bomb has e1imintitt4 anyone
Interested in o,hernistry. In brief, the copula, ',is", in abstract

expressions occurs not inAordinary present tense but rather in

an invariant tense that abstracts from particular times.
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getetereue.
Now if the invariance or relativity of expressions

follows from the abstractness or concreteness of the proposi-

tions for ethich they stand, then, since all mathematical prin-

ciples ane all natured laws of the classical type are abstract,

it follows that their appropriate expression meet be inveriant.

In feet, such invariance of expression is secured

automatically in mathematics, in chemistry, awl in biology.

There never arose any tendency to trite out the multiplication

table or to state the binomial theorem differently in GermanY

and France, in the nineteenth or tLentieth centuries. In like

manner it emild be impossible to find reletive expressions for

the hundreds of thousands of formulae for chemical comeounds.

Such statements simply coetaisl no reference to space or time, and

so cennot vary with variations of the speaker's position or epoch.

However, the science of physics does not enloy

the same iemunity. It investigates local movements, and it can-

not state their lakes witeout some reference to places aid times.

Since laws contain a reference to places and times, they include

an element that cn vary with variations of the speakerls oosition

and time. Itccorilealy, there arises a problem peculiar to physics.

Just as ordinary language develops an invariant copula to ex-

press general truths, so too, the physicist has to find spatio-

temporal twariants, if he is to employ the appropriate invari-

ant expressions in stating laws of local motion.
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The Decri,tlonf Space and Time

'.00for,a tackling tic problem peclliar to physics,

it will be	 to review the !aterials or data that are in-

volved, Such h review is a task for decription end, as we have

seen, descriptions are cast in terms of exneriential conjugates.

Accordingly, we shall begin fro c-1 elementary experieces, work out

the resultant notions of space and time, and show ho they necess-

arily involve the tr3e of frames of reference end of transforma-

tions.

2.1/	 There exict certain eieentry nd familiar ex-/
periences of looking, moving about, grasping, etc.

The experiences themselves have a duration. They

occur, not all at once, but over time. Moreover, corrnlatie to

the duration of looking, there is the duration of what is looked

at. Correlative to the duration of the moving, there is the.dura-

tion of what is moved through or over. Correlative to the duration

of th*2. grasn:.nc, 17‘mere is the duraf;ion of what is grasped. Des-

criptively, then, 1iatio 1 either an inmanent aspect or

quality of an e4eriailce or a correlative aspect or quality of

what is experienced.

thile duration is commonly at 	 both to

0
	

the experience an to the experienced, extension is attributed

only to the latter. The colors I see, the surfaces r grasp, the
volumes through Ithich I move, all have extension. But it would

seem paradoxical to speak of the extension of the experience of

seeing, of the experience of grasping, of the experience of moving

Descriptively., then, extensions are correlative to certain •

0
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elementary and familiar experiences but they are in the ex-

perienced and not in the experiencing.

Lt us now define Space as the ordered totality2.2

of concrete extensions, and Time as the ordered totality of con-

crete durations. Further, let us give notice that henceforth,

when Space and Time are writtea with capital letters, thn words

will be employed in accord with the foregoing definitions.

For besides the totelities of concrete extensions

and concrete durations, there also are merely imaginary totalities.

that a man experiences, he also can imaeine. As he experiences

extension, he also imaeines extension. As he experiences duration,

he also imagines duration. Our concern is; not with imaginary

extensions or imaginary durations but with the concrete extensions

and durations correlative to experience.

Immediately, however, there arises an obvious

difficulty. For neither thq totality of concrete extensions nor

the totality of concrete durations fells 'ithin the experience

of the human race, let alone the human individual. For this reason

the definition refers, not to any totalities, but to ordered

totalities. It Is true enough that only a fraement of concrete

extension efelo. oncrete dulration fall within human experience.

Still, one cen take that fragment as origin. Beyond the extension

that is experienced, there is further extension; and since it is

continuous with tho exteasian of experience, it is not merely

imagined. Similarly, beyond the duration of experience, there is

further duration, and since it is continuous with the duration of

experience, it is not merely imagined.

There follows a simple criterion for dis-
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tinguishing between the notion of concrete Spaco or Time and,

on the other hand, merely imaginary spsce or time. Within concrete

Sp .;ce there	 some extension that is correlntive to experience;

all other ekteasion in space is related to thnt c3ncrote extension;

and in virtue of that relation all other extension in Space is

concrete. S1t41arly, a notion of concrete Time is conrtructed

about a nu4,3us of klmerienced duratLon. On the other hand, merely

imaginary spc, Or time cotain no part that is correlative to

actual experipace.

•/ :iFrom the criterion, there follows a corollary.

Imaginary space or time may or may not be structured shout an

origin, But notions of concrete Space or Time must be structured

about an origin, For only fragments of concrete Space or Time

enter into hviman experience, and so it is only by a relational

structure to given extensions or durations that totalities of

extensions or durations can be concrete. In other words, frames

of reference are essential to the lotions of Space and Time.

2.3.	 Frames of reference are structures of relations

employed to order totalities of extensions and/or durations. They

fall into three main classes: th..) personal, the public, and the

special.

First, everyone has his personal reference frame.

It moves '4ea he moves, turns :hen he turns, and keeps its "novel

synchronized with his psychological present. The existence of

this personal reference frame is witnessed by the correlation be-

tween the place and time of the speaker and, on the other hand,

the meaning of such words as here, there, near, far, rirht, left,

- 194 a-
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above, below, .112 front, behing, 014 112a, soon, recently, ..1mg

AZ2: etc.i

ther.1 r 	ublic r-iffarance frr-les.

Thu, vien become f1iiir with th. oLn3	 net—

ork of streets ia ihtch tli--Jy move, th:: maps of teir cities,

cod tries, cont.Laeuts,	 t!-Lf.ry	 fw:dliar	 the

altornLtion of night and day, r:1th th',; succe3olon of i'ree-c.3 and

months, -ith ;11, 11.7,o Of Clocks orl 1 c	 ov .sch

schemes kJiA tnec, r it7ten(dions Ell durations. B;li th,3y CPI nnt

perso,Ial refurnee fraes thnt shift abnut with an

movmaits. On the coat Try, thoy	 CO! r'OH	 mcly

individ,m13, and etployed to trani,lee th- here P.n:1, 1m of th3

persolal reference frame Lit° gealrally intelliiole locations

and dates. Fin:..11y, Ole diference betvec% per;:o al Pnd public

reference frames comes out clearly in the occurrrice of such

questions as, here am I? that time is it? That is th? date?

Everyone i alv.ays ayare that he is her and nor. But furmor

knovledp;e is required to correlate one's here rit1.1 a place on a

map and one's now with the reading of a clock or a calendar

Thirdly, there are special refeencn frames.

A basic position, direction, and instant ere selected. Cooriiinate

axes are drawn. Divisions on the axes are specified, and so any

point at any 1,1stant can be denoted univocally as an (x,y,z,t).

refernce frames may be mathematical

or physical. Th:y ara mathematica if they order an imaginary

space and time. They are physical if they ord3r concrete Space

and Time. The distiiIction is brought to light by selecting any

(x,y,z,t) ani asking where and when it is. For if the frame
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is physical, the answer will be to indicate some precise point in

Bpace and some precise instant in Time. But if the frame is

mathematical, the answer will be that arty point—instant whetever

will do.

2.4	 Transformations

There can be ae many distinct reference frames of

any kind, as there are poseible origins an orientations.

From this w,ultiplicity there follow; the problem

of tansposing from state;  nts reletive to one reference frame to

statements reletive to another.

boletions me,y be part Ci.! er, an than they are

obtained by lAspeion aild Lisijnt, Thus, ehen to men face each
n

other, one may observe that t 	region of .Space to the riat of
\

one man is to the left of the othor, and zo	 .co x:intles that

under such !-ames li.14-4t for 6:10 ie l'riOtn for the other is

"left'. li 1ik manner, maps of differeat eouatries nay be

correlated by turning to the map of the coetineht ellet ineludes

chronized by appealing to the earthle
F

Speclal reference i"rames &knit a ieore general

solution. Let the point (x,y,z,) in the frete;\K, be ideatical
\

with the point spieified as (x11 yl,	 the'Trame,

From geometrical considerations it eill bo poseiblu to find

three equations relating x,y, and z, raepeetively	 x!, yl,

and e and, furt:aer, to that thesu equations 011 for any

point ( c, y, z). In this fashion there ate obtainediltvansformation

equatioas ii411 by the simple process of 'IubstlAution S.nlstatement

both countries, and clocks in different poeiiiiodp may be syn.

\
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in terms of x, 371 z can be transformd into a statrnent in terms

of' xl  y , z'.

For axaff.ple, the wave-front of a light siglal

emitted from the origin of a frame, K, mL;i be the sphere

x2 i y2 4 z2	 . c2t2

The equations for transforming from the frame, K, to a frame,

IC	 might

vt1; y	 y1; z	 zt ; t

On substituting, one would obtain the egllation of th=, wave-front

in the frame, 10, namely:

	

(21 - vt1)2 4. 71 2 42t2
	

c2ti2

2.5
	 Giagmliggilmusal

In ti.w foregoing consideration of transformations,

the procedure was basekin the sp:icial casjjupon geometrical

considerations. It is worth noting that the inverse procedure is

possible, that is that from a consideration of transformations

one can work out the general theory of geometries.

Consider any function of variables, say,

F(x-1Y x2,.... ) m 0

and any xi arbitrary transforration dquations,

xi	 xi(x11, ' 2''''

x2	 x2(x11, x12,..,.

which on substitution yield the ine;/ rmaction,

G(x1 1, x1 2, •	 ) 1r" 0

0

say,

say,
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Let these mathematical expressions have a geometrical interpreta-

tion, so that the initial variables in xl refer to eositiens

along the axes of a coordinate system, K, and the subsequent

variables in x.'m refer to positions alone the axes of another_

coordintte syetem, KI, and the transformation equations repre-

sent a. shift from the reference frame, K0 to the frame, 10.

Nov the mathemetical expressions have the same

meaning, stmnd for the same propositions, end require the same

geometrical interpretation, if they have the same symbolic form.

For the meaning of a mathematical expression resides, not in the

material symbols employed, but in the form of their eombiaation

to indicate operations of adding, melltiplying, anl so forth..

Accordiegly, when the symbolic form of a mathe-

matical espressien is uacesesed by a traesformetion, the meaning

of the expression is unchanged. But a transformation is a shift

fros one spatio-temooral stanl!yoint to another end, sben

espresslons do not change their meaning ender such shifts, then,

as we have seen above, the expressions are invariant are.1 the

ground of that Invariance is that the expressions stand for

abstract an senerally valid propositions.

csv the principles an laws of a geometry are

abstract and generally valid propositions. It follows that the

mathematical expression of the prieciples and lavis of a geometry

will be drive:lent under the permissible transformations of that

geometry..

Such is the general principle, and it admits at

least two applications. In the first application, one specifies

successive sets of transformation equations, determines the

mathematical expressions invariant uner those transformations,

- 198 -
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and concludes that the successive sets of invariants mpresont

the principles end ltms of successive geometries. In this

fahlion one may differentiate Euclidean, affine, ro1ective„ and

topological geometries. See, for 	 t12 surmry

off:Tred by V. Lenzen in his Urturc of Phnical Theory, New York

1931, pp. 59 ff.

A second, slightly different w)nlic.ation of the

general p1.1.1.',! oc..:Irs in thv! t.Lory of iiiersunian

The one baEic law ,overning all such 11):%nifoll- in given by the

equation for thi:, infinitesimal interval, namely,

ds2 =	 gA dxAdx.,
--j

where dx1' dx2'	
are dtfferentia15-: of t1-3,- coorlinntes, where

— —
the coefficients, gij, art function!;	 v11-? coonlinates, and where

in g(neral there are n2 prolucts uner the summation. Since this

equation 1A•ines the infinitesinnl interval, it rvist be invariant

under all persissible transformations. Triovov:)r, 1fv3tead of work—

ing out slceessi7e seta of trvmformational oraf.) consUers Pny

transformations to be permissible and effects the differentiation

of different malnifolds by imposing retritions ,Inou the coeffi—

cients. Th. is .ione by appeling to the tensor calculus. For

tensors are efined by their transformr:tion properties and it

can b 	tt, ia the present case, if the coefficients, gii,

are any J,c of a covariant tensor of the second degree, then

the expression for tht,: infinit:paimal interval will be invariant

under arbitrary transformations. It follows that tLere are as

many instances of the Diemannian manifold aid so as many distinct

geometries, as there are instances of cova:-Iant tensors of the

second degree employed to specify the coefficients, gij.
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Thus, in the familiar Euclidean instaacepsii is uoity rhen

equals.at it is zero when 	 does not equal 1; arii there are

three dimensions. In Jankowski space, th,; gi4 is unity or zero

as before, but there are four diHen.,,i'Dus, ah,2, x4 equals

In dle Ceneral Theory of :aativity, tin coefficiets are

synmetrical, so that gi4 equals gii; and. in tnr2 Genrelized

Theory of Gravitation, the coefficients are anti-symmetrical.

24 	A Lovical  Hotei

It Is to be observed that transformation equations,

operations of transforming, the definition of tensors y their

transformation properties, and the vvhole forJgoing acount of

the differentiation of geometrical manifolcis belong to higher-

order statements.

For distinct reference frames eign different

specifications to the ,..!ame points and instants	 they asign

the same specifications (numbers) to different points and instants.

Accordingly, they must belong to different universes of loEical

discourse, else endless ambig:uities would result. go,r the relations

bet.,gien different universes of discourse can be stated only in a

further, higher-order universe of discourse: in other words, the

relL,tions beteen different universes of discourse regard, not

the things specified in those universes, but the specifications

emOoyed to 'i,?lote the things, 'Thus, a traasformtion equation

does not 	late points or ins:tants, but it dcy:)s relate different

ways of spcifing the same points and instants. LAmilarly, such

a property as invariance is a property, not of a geometrical

entity, but of an eKpression regarding geometrical or other entities

- 200 -
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	The ergument leyen frr L	 hlem nocu:t-lar to

physics.	 tt,t .;cience deli v:ith &jects in th .ir

spatial and. tore.1 ::'elations, the expression of its prin-

ciples and laws does not automatically attain thc invr,riance

proper to such ab s tract propositions, hoyev.:,n., an vas shown

in Crmpter 11, this dlfficulty can be turned to profit, inas-

much as the phy:JirAnt CLII posit a po:tt,.11tte of invariance and

then employ that potolate al.. a heuristif: norm in letormining

which ):(prostions can represent physical prl cinlos anl lavs.

	

The second strz,ni of ti o	 co,Isited in

an ootlino of tto d.escritive notion:,, of 71onei1 Time, It

1.4zan from oxperia.aces	 cuncrets extensions and durations

and it shori?d that vo can form notilins of all clncrote exten-

sionfJ aal of all rnncrete durationn if, and only if, these

tottlitis are ordered by rr.nmes of reference. Essentially,

then, the .descriptive notion of Spcce is of Space-for-us and

the desal.pt17e	 on -of Time is of Time-for-us. Again, one

might say tht t':nso lotions necessarily cm-itain, on the one

hand, an empirical or material clement and, on tho other hand,

an intelligible or formal elaqlent. The smnirical or material

element coasists of concrete extensions and of concrete dura-

tions. Tha 1nte1l1t1c 01. formal element orders. these mater-

ials into singular totalities. Koreover, .withont this inter-

veation of ordering intelligence, the notion of SpLce cannot

be both eocrete and all-embraeinc, and similarly the notion

of Time c6.anot reard the totality of concrete durations,
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Still, these descriptive notions-of Space and

Time cannot contain the intelligibility that is e4p1anatory

of Space and Time, It is true th,:it thy contain an intent-

gitle or fornal component , i,ut that compeat is the order of

a refeleance frame, and reference fralees axe an infinity, They

can be the inte11131bility of Qpace-for-us an,1 of Time-for-us,

that is, tney can bo the manners iu which vie intelligently

order extensioLn an I uratons in accord vita Lie convenience

of the moment, iiut tney caaaot be tiv: imanaut intelligibility

that is explanatory of space nor the iinmanent

that is explanatory of Time, for reference frames 	 infthite,

but correct explanation are unique.

Hwever, tnis gives rise to a furtner problem.

On the one hand, if we retain reference frames, we are dealing

with infioities of formally different notion!! of Lpace and

Time. On	 other hand, if ve drop raferaace fralles, then our

inquiry is confined either to merely imaginary space and time

or else to the relatively few extensions an.1 durations that

fall ,Athin our experience. It is this dilemma that reveals

the significance of transformations and invariance under trans-

formations. For, Oeile such considerations belong to a higher-
not

order ttlivere of tliseourse vlich directly regards objects but

expressions referring to objects, still they can serve to

0

	

	 point the way to grasping the intelligibilities immanent in

Space and in Time. Inasmuch as we say what vi a think, the pro-
,. perties of our expressions reflect the properties of our

thoughts. Inasmuch as we think intelligently, the properties

of our thoughts reflect the properties of our insights, In

this fashion, the invarialee of expression has already been

0
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traced to the abstractness of Out is thought or meant and,

at an earlier stage of Mne incleiry, the abstractness of

classical lars was grounded on thf- enriching centribution

of insight. Accordingly, we shall not be veeturiag into a

new line of thought, if we argue that the set of insights,

by which we grasp the intelligibility immanent in Space and

Time, rill be the set that is formulated in spatial and tem-

poral principles and laws invarlmat under transformations of

reference fl'as.

C1N1r 7 eeoegh, this conclusion gives no more

than a generic answer to or question. It amoints to saying

that the immanent intelligibility of Space and of Time rill

be formulated in one of the geometries that fall under the

generalized notion of geometry, there remains the task of

assigning the specific geometry that governs concrete exten-

sions and concrete durations. Still, one has only to mention

this task to be remiadel tintit there is a problem peculiar to

the empirical science of physics, that this problem arises in

physics inasmuch as it is involved in spatial and temporal

relations, and that the general form of its solution is to

postulate the invariance of physical principles and laws.

Tka-ifuwrIqw
3.1/	 It is time to turn from talk about what 7e

propose to do and settle R vi.. to the work of doing it.

The ebetrcet formulation of the intelligibility

immanent in ;:'.pace and in Time will be one of the possible

sets of definitions, postulates, and inferences 'diet system-

atically unify the relations of extensions and of durations.

All such possible sets of definitions, postulates, and infer-

ences are geometries, Therefore, the abstract formulation of
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the intelligibility immanent in Space and in Time will be a

geometry.

The expression of the principles and laws of any

• geometry will be invariant. For principles and lams are in-

dependent of particdar places and times, ani so their proper

expression cannot vary with variatioas of spatio-tomporal

standpoints,

Moreover, a geometry cannot refer to Space or to

Time except through a reference frame. Accordingly, the in-

variance proper to the expression of geometrical principles

and laws is an invariance under transformations of reference

frames.

Thera follows at once the generic solution. The

abstract formulation of the intelligibility of Space and Time

consists ia a set of Lnvariants under transformations of

reference frames. However, there is a range of such sets of

invaeiants, and so there remains the task of determining the

specific solution.

We note, accordingly, that the relevant intelli-

gibility is immanent in concrete extensions and in concrete

durations. It ie an iitelligibility that belongs not to the

imagined but to the experienced. Nor the empirical canon of

complete explanation has already assigned to natural science

the duty of doing for experienced extensions anti durations

exactly what is done for eyperienced colors, experienced

seunds, experienced heat, experienced electro-magnetic phe-

nomena. Further, pilyeies is the natural science on rhich this

duty falls, as a:wooers from its peculiar problem of invariance.

Again, if the physicist solves his peculiar problem and
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arrives at an invariant expression of his principles and

lays under transformations of reference frames, he caneot

avoid reaching the specific soletion rhich we are seeking.

For the specific soletila we ere eee'Aing is the set of in-

variants ueder transformations that is verifiable in ex-

perienced extensions and durations.

The abstract formulation, then, of the intelli-

gibility immanent in Space and in Time is, generically, a

set of invariants unSler transformations of reference frames

and, specifically, the set verified by physicists in estab-

lishing the invariant foreulation of their abstract prin-

ciples and laws.

A corollary may be added. The intelligibility

immanent in Sraeo eel in Time is identical with the intelli-

gibility roach ei by seersicists investigating objects as in-

volved in spatial and temporal relations. Hence, to eliminete

the concrete objects of pnyeics woeld be to eliminate the

intelligibility of Space and of Time. iteain, inasmuch as

physical objects are involved diffeeently in 'spatial and tem-

poral relations, there reeult$ different intelligibilities of

Space and of Time. This conclusion may be illustreted by the

possibility of different types of tensors being employed to

secure the covariance of different sets of physical principles

and laws.

3.2	 While the foregoing argument of itself says

nothing for or against the verifiability of Euclidean geometry,

still it supposes that Euclidean geometry is not the one and
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only true geometry, z,nd it wlmits the possibility of other

geometries beiui, verifiable.
4	 •

The sepposition is, of course, far more fundamental

than the admission. It is difficult Let to find the inspiration

of rationalism, yhich deduces everything else fyorn alleged

self-evident principles, in the notion that k;ncaia formulated

the one and only true geometry, After all, the supreme

rationalist wrote on his title p.iwe, rAnica. ordlne ,eee7r,etrico 

demon.strata. Still, these high matters lie bcfyorid the range

of present considerations tholgh, in due course., vA hope to

meet this issue with a distinction betreen frial:ytic proposi-

tilns which are not far from tautologies, awl virtlytic pril-

ciples, whose terms and reletions are verifiabin In the

existent .

At any rate, ereseat coecern has to be coefined

to meeting clims thet F]uclidean geometry abvioiesly is veri-

fied in concrete extensions aml that ordinary nottlas of

simultaneity obviously are verified in concrete durations.

Clearly, there is a sense in nhich these claims

are true. It has been seen that one catilot form a notion of

Space without invok*ing a frame of reference, It is plain that

men form aotions of Eipe.ce an, no le6s, that thrrames of re-

fermce they construct satisfy Euclidean requirements. Simil-

arly, one cannot form a notion of Time without introducing a

frame of reference, and the frame ordinarily introduced Is

necessarily in complete ac:cord with ordinary lotions on simul-

taneity. Not for a moment would I dispute the ccmteation that

Euclidean geometry and the common view of sioulltatleity are  
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both verifiable and verified In the descriptive notions men

form of Space rui Time.

dovoier, after granting all that is obvious, we

must now add that it is quite b'eside he point, The analysis

of descriptive notions of Space arid Time has its significance,

but that significance is anthropological. It reveals how men

commonly proceed from the extensions and durations of exper-

ience to the totalities named Space and Time. On the other

hand, when we admit that Euclidean geometry might not be

verifiable, we are speaking of a verification, not in human

notions, but in concrete extensions and durations. Te are

not asking how men find it convenient to conceive Space and

Time; we are asking how scientists may correctly explain

Space and Tine. rere the scientists in question the psycholo-

gists, one might appeal 40431-St---1il-Ar---CDMPA.C1 to vhat is

obvious in the mentality of Wef7tern man. But the scientists

in quetion h.tip,m to be phy?Acists, arid the data of conscious-

ness, however clear, are not among the data proper to physics,

So much then, for the sweeping claim that our

cenclusion must be wrong because its error is obvious. It

remains that objections m.y be:less sweeping, and these must

now be met.

- 207 -
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3.3/	 The absolute space and the absolute time of

Newtonian thought possess the twofold merit of exhibiting

an nobviousu viw and of inviting criticism that goes to

the root of Lh latter.

buppose a penny to fall to tha floor of a

moving train, and ask for an account of the trajectory of

the fall. Unfortunately, there are many accounts. Relatively

to the floor, the trajectory is a vertical straight lina.

Relatively to the earth, it is a parabola. relatively to the

axes fixed in the sun, it is a mare complicatad curve that

takes into account the spin and orbit of the eal.thls movements.

Relatively to the receding nebulae, it contains still further
'Oats

conaponents. iat44% there is only oae penny in question, and

there is only one fall. Ilaich, really, is the tra•ctory?

Wewton woeld ansaer by dietingaishing ba:tween

true ervl apparent motion. Both are relative. But, while

apparent notion is relative to other bodies, such as the train,

the earth, ttP !,)a, the nebulae, true motion is relative to an

eternal set of iallutable places named absolute apace, If one

thinks of apparent motion, one can say that the penny moves

0	 relatively to the train, the train relatively to the earth,

the earth relatively to the sun, infl th sun relatively to

the nebulae. But if one thinks of true motion, one can say

that, perhaps, the penny, the train, the earth, the sun, and

the nebulae have a cornon velocity relatively to a set of

eternal and immutable places.

Moreover, if jewton named his absolute space

mathematical, he also considered it real He admitted the

difficulty of determining when there was a true motion, But
- 208 -
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he was far from acknowledging such a conclusion as impossible.

On the contrary, he perfor%led his famous bucket experiment to

show thatlTue motion relative to absolute space colll be

detected. A bucket of water v,as suspen;led from a twisted rope.

The bucket s4e anl, for a While, the surface of the rater

remained flat. The surface then hollowed out into a parabo-

loid. Eventually, th bucket ceased to spi, but the surface

rerined honor,. Elnally, the surface became flat again. Now

th holloing of the surface of the tater wLs Ale to the

rotation of the weter and, as this holloAmg occurrA both

while the bucket was splanin and while the bucket was not

spinnin, it could not be merely an apparent motion relative

to the bucket. Therefore, it was true motion relative to

absolute space.

Let us nov turn to criticism.

First of all, the bucket experiment does not

establish the existence of an absoute space. From the expert-

malt one might conclude that really and truly the water was

rotating; for in the hollowing of the surface one might verify

a centrifugal a.celeration; anU if there is a verified centri-

fugal ace,:.1ration, there is a verified motion. however, true

motion in the se of verified motion is on tninfl end true

motion in the sense of motion relative to abolute space is

quite flother. The bucket experiment does not establish true

motion in this seconC sense. Indeed, the sole link between

the experiment aid absolute space lies in an equivocal use of

the term, true.
St.

49pndly,

true and apparent motion

the liewtonian distinction between

involves the use of an extra-scien-
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tific category. There are the data of experience. There are

inquiries, insights, and formulations. There are verifications

of formulationo. But just as Galileo impugned given colors,

soends, heat, and the like ae merely appareet, so Neeton

iepugned as apparent the observable chanres of relative

positioa of observable bolies. Just as Galileo affirmed as

real and objective the primary qualities that are mathematical

dimensions	 lattee io motion, eo Newton, after elininating

experienced motiees as apparent, ackuovledged ae true the

motions reletive to a noe-experianced absolete space. That is

this truth of true motion? Thoegn Newton confused it vith

the truth of experiment and verification, it hes to be some-

thing else; otherwise, there would be no confusion. 'that,

then, is it?

A fuller account will be attempted when we treat'

the notion of objectivity,	 For the pre-

sent, it van suffice to recall that the Galilean aee•rtion

of the reality and objectivity of primary oualities was not

in accord with the canoe of parsimoly but, as we. heve seen,

extra-scientific (Lee Chapter	 In simpler terms,

Ualileols real and objective ras th',) residue left in the

popular category of tele "reaLy out there", after colors,

sounds, heat, etc., had been eliminated. By parallel reevon-

ing, Newton's abeolute space was the "really out there" but

emptied not only of Galileo's secondary qualities but also

of his own apparent motions. From this position to Kant's,

it is an eaey step. For ii.ant, ae for his scientific pre-

decessors, all sensible presentations were phenomenal. Bute

while 14ewton secured a metaphysical status for his absolute

ee	 .
o
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space by naming it the divine iensorium (gee E.A. Burtt,

The Metaphysical Foundations of Modern 6cience, London and

, New York, 1925, pp. 257 ff.), Kant gave this empty ',really

out there,' a critical status by making it an a priori, form

of human sensibility,

Thirly, Galileo, Nev,ton, anl Kant were

looking for some sort of absolute, but they were looking in

the wrong places. They sought the real as opposed to the

apparent, only to en,, up v,ith ev.irything apparent, the notion

of the real included. Lot us follow a different tack, Then

every content of experience i1l be equally valid, for all are

equally given, and all equally are to be explained. ;iext, ex-

planations	 iron enriching abstraction, anJ so they are

abstract, and their proper expression must be invariant. Third-

ly, not every explanation is equally correct; some can be

verified, and some cannot. There follows at once the conclusion

that the real, objective, true coesit-ts of what is known by

formulating and verifying invariant nrinciples and laws. Our

account of Space is simply s particular case of that conclu-

sion.

Fourthly, let us attempt to aeet the pro-

blem of the trajectory of the piny. As we have seen, possible

frames of reference are inftAite: but irÅ any determinate frame

of reference, there is only one correct trajectork for the

penny. Next, while some possible frames of reference are

more convenient than others, still all are equally valid, and

so there are many correct trajectories for the penny. Fur-

ther, this involves no contradiction; just as what is to my
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right can be to your left, so the one fall of the one penny

can be a straiht lino in. one frame of reference and a para-

bola in another frame of reference; there would be a contra-

diction only if same fall veere both a etraight lire and

a parabola in the same frame of reference.

Finally, this position is not unsatisfactory.

As long as e are speing of vrticular things at particular

times in particular places, we cannot avoid employing relative

expressions; for it is through our senses that we know the

particular; and our senses are in particular places at par-

ticular times. On the other hand, invariant expresrion, which

Is inlependent of the spatio-temporal Stand4point of particular

thiekers, is a property of abstract propositioas; it can be

demanded only of the principles and lams of a science: and

the trajectory o.!7 the fall of a particular penny is not a

principle or a law in any science.

3.4'	 Thu common view of simultaneity possesses,
/

perhaps, a larger aad more resolute following than Newton's

absolute spece. If two events are at the same time for any

observer, then, we shall be told, they must be at the same

time for every observer.

The first line of defence will be, no doubt,

the principle of contradiction. The same events cannot be both

at the same time and not at the same time. Therefore, to say

that the same events are at the same time for one observer

and not at the same tire for another, is simply to violate

the principle of contradiction.

Still, this first line can be turned. rhat
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is "now" for me writing is not "now" for you reading. If the

same event can be both now (for me) and not now (for you), it

may be true that Hat t!le same time" belongs to the same class

of relative teres as does "nor": and if it does, thee there is

no more a contradiction in saying that events, simultaneous

for one observer, are not simeltaneous for another, as there

is in saying that events of the present for one observer will

be events of the past for another;

The issue is not the principle of contradiction.

• The issue is simply whether or not Hat the same time" is to

be listed along with such reletive terms as "now" and "soon",

"here" and "there", "right" anl "left".

The simplest approach to the issue is to analyze

elementary apprehensions of simultaneity. Already we have re-

maslie)ci that we experience duration both in the sense that the

experiencing is over time and in the sense that the experienced

endures through time. Now we have to add that these two as-

pects of the eepteeiel(!e of duration stand in a certain order.

Thus, when I watch a man crossing a street, I look out and

Inspect the distance that he traverses, but I cannot look out

and inspect in the same manner the time he takes to cross.

Aor is thie surprising. The whole dietance traversed is there

to be inspected all at oace, but the duration of the travers-

ing is there to be inspected, tot all at once, but only in

successive bits. ;Moreover, whet is true of the traversing is

also true of the inspecting; it too is, not all at once, but

over time. If one supposed the possibility of a timeless in-

specting, one might infer the inspection of a four-dimensional
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continuum in which both distances and durations were pre-

sented in exactly the same fashion. But when inspecting takes

time, tnen the time of the inepneting runs coecorrently vitt

tho time of the inspected.

Such relerks ol the apprehension of durations

some relevant to en account of the apprehension of simul-

taneous duratio:is. Iestoad of watching one man cross a street,

I might watch to men crossing a street at the same time.

Since it would be perfectly obvious that they Taff) crossing

et the same time, it shoeld be egeally obvious that there is

some time thet is one and the same. Vilet time, then, obviees-

ly is the same? It must be the time of the watching. For, in

the first place, the watching has a duration, for it is not

all at once. In the second place, the duretioe of the wateh-

ine rens concurrently with the duratioe of what is watched.

In the thied place, when teo movements are the object or one

and the same watching, there are, in all, three durations,

nenely„ one in each movement and one in the watching: but it

is the duration of the watching thet is apprehended as running

concurrently both with the duration of one movement ae,, with

the duration of e other; an:.1 so it is the duration of the

watching that le the oae and. same time at which both the

movements are occIrring.

This analysis is confirmed by a consideration

of apprehensions of vappareat" simultaneity, If you stand

beside a man swinging a hammer, then the sight and the soond

of the blow are at the same time. If you stand off at a dis-

tance of a. few hundred feet, the sight of the blow is prior
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to the mind. In the first case, the sight and sound are at

the same time. In the second eases the sight and the sound
74e-

are aot at the same time. Still, the blor is always,,simultan-

eoes source of both light-waves and sound-waves. The reason

why there are differeut, "apparent', simultaneities must be

that the "appearance" of simultaneity has its ground in the

duration immanent in the flow of consciousness.

CJeee sem to be the facts and, like the

facts of relative lotion, they give rise to a problem. Is one

to follow Galileo and .1;ewton and insist that, beyond the multi-

plicity of merely apperent sineltaneities, there is a real,

objective, and true simeltaneity that is unique? If so, one

caa omit further mention of the observer, and one till end up

with an absolute time that flows equably everywhere at once.

It will not be the time of clocks, rhich run fast or slow. It

eill not be the time of the spinniew earth, for under the action

of the tides and the receding moon, that spin is decelerating.

It will be an exact, constant velocity that at every point

In the universe perpetually separates the presenttfrom the

past an,A the future in precisely the same mintier,

Still, this absolute time will not be

rhat we have defined as Time. For Time, as we have defined its

is an ordered totelity of cnaerete durations, It includes the

concrete durations both of our experiencing and of what we

experience. Through an ordering structure -or reference frame

it reaches out to embrace in a siegle totality all the other

concrete durations wilicht_Ae-ta,aaLe-u3d

to the concrete durations that are experienced. In contrast

with this Time, absolute time simply lies outside experience.
- 215 - 
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It meets the requirements of a mathematical ideal and,

strangely enough, unlike other mathematical ideals, it is

said to be "really out there". hatheT, it once was thought

to be really out there o For ths Ile-slouian rejection of ex-

perienced durations as apparent tlme in favor of a non-ex-

periled absolute time praptly was followed by Kantts

transformation of absolsite time into an a orio,ri form of

huslan sensibility.

F this the only cosplaint actinst the

Nertonian,proore.	 assolute space, so absolute time is

a result of looAinc for the absolute there the absolute does

not exist. If it were true thcs evssits, simultaneous for one

observer, must be simultaneous for every other observer, then

it 'old be true that expressions of simultaneity t re in-

variant. But there is no reason to expect invarlas,t express-

ions of simultaneity, for Invariance results from abstract-

ness, and no statement regarding the partiwaar times of

particular events is absts-tcst. From the very stractuse of our

cognitional apparatus, particulars are k:lown through our

senses, tnd our senses operate under spato-temporal condi-

tions. Thy canaot escape relativity and so, if an absolute

is wanted, it must be sought on th,1 level of intelligence

which by abstraction from particulars provides, a ground for

invariant expressions.

tO irso4t 11611,st-
3 5	 Te nave been speaAng of the elementary

du rations ansf simAltaneities of the personal reference frame.

But, besides personal reference frames, there are public and

special reference frames, and they call for a few remarks.
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Aristotle defined time as the number and measure

of local motion derived from successively traversed distances.

Such is the time of the sninning earth and of clock:. "Two

o'clock" is P	 and "two hours" is a racasmre. Eoth are

reached from th,2 local motion of the hands over the face of

a dial.

However, there are many local motions) and every

one successively traverses a series of distances. It follows

that) though all do not yield nuTbere and measures indicating

time, still all could lo so. Objcctiv,-ely, then) anri funda-

mentally there are many tImes.

This implication of the Aristotelian p sition was

noted by Aqiinas. However, it seemed to hims not ari imPortant

truths but rather au objection to be answered. Time must be

one, and so he appealed to the arimum moLiles  th outermost

sphere) and it had only one local motion. Moreovel., es it

grounded all other local motion' both in the sliy arid on the

earth, the time of its moveent must be the ground of all

other tiTes. (eu	 inomas Aqminas, In IV lib. Phys. Arist.,

lect. 17, ed. Lc;on. some 1384) vol 2) p. 202, 	 3 11) •

One will be Inc-lined, I think, to agree that as

long ae Aristotle's primum mobile v4,s supposed to exist, our

universe was supplied with a sin;71e, standard tine. On the

other hand) once Coparvlicus eliminated the Ptolemaic systems

that standard time no longer wc,s possible and) in its places

there arose the problem of Synchronization, of making many

movements yield a single time for public and special refer-

ence frames.
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Suppose, then, an aggregate of clocks scattered

about the universe. Let teeir relative positions be mstants

and lA thee be kaown in terms of some reference frame K,

Let liieht eienals be sent frol the oriein of coordinates to

the clocks arel reflected from tha clocks back to tee origin,

Then, a synchroaizaeien of clocks mieht be effected by laying

down the rule,

2t =	 tl	 t"

where is the reading of the dietaat clock when the light

signal is received and reflected, and where II and Iv are

the readines of the clock at the origin when the light signal

is emitted and when it returns.

However, syeenronizatien by this rule vonld be

successful, only if the outward wel the return journeys of

the light sienel Look the same length of time. To setisfy this

requirement, one migAt distinguish betv'een basic and derived

synchronizations eel demand that the basic synchronization

take place with clocks tleZt are at rest with respect to the

ether and in a reference framo that similarly is et rest.

syaehronization in moving frames would be the synchroniza-

tion of their cloeks eith the cloc!is of 0.1 basic frame, and

there would follow for all point-instants an observable time

that coaformed to the properties of Newton's absolute time.

There is, however, one difficulty to this solu-

tion. One can in principle suppose aey number of reference

frames exhibiting as many varieties of reletive motion as one

pleases. One can supply each frame with clocks that, reletively

to the frame, are at rest. But a difficulty arises whea one

attempts to select the frame that absolutely is at rest and,
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it ono cannot determine the basic synchronization, much less

can one reach the derive.i synchronizations.

&till there is an alrnative. Inttoad of

seeking the absolate in the field of pi,rtienlar rererence

frames, one can seek it in the field of abtlact propocitions

and invariant oxpressio. Accordinly, one may pot'd-te that

the mathematical expression of physical principlcf:s and laws

le invarimt under ineltial Lransform&tiono, £nc one may note

that from the postulate it follows tht in all reference frames

minting vith a relative ucliform motion t!.i; velocity of light

v,411 L	 ame. For Ole corly-)yient f:erivation or the Einstein-

Lorentz transformation Lrl.(1 of '.inkovski space, the, reader may

.he referred to Lindsay and Ji„ork:eaau, pp. 333 ff.

"Itgn!
346.1	 'Efors closim.r. this section, it	 be

mll to set forth briefly the principles that have ruided us

in determining the abstract intelligibility of Spree and Time

and, no less, to indicate the grounds that lead to different

views.

Our position follows from our acclunt of

abstraction. Because the principle or law is abstract, its

mpression caniot vary with variations of spatio-temeoral

stand4uoint. On the other hnrI, because ve know particular's

through spatio-temporally conditioned senses, ve know them

from some point and instant rithin 14ace and Time. It follows'

thLt. clncrete places and times L;re ;-pprehended only as rela-

tive to	 observer, that their totalities can he slIbraced

only through the device of reforenQo frames., thct reference
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frames rill 1)1 many, nn that trrnsferTations of reference

frames can involve ch,es in the rolfltivity of places and

times to observers. Accordingly, it 7.o1:114 b a 1111:.ttki! to

look for the fixed or absolute on thv.i! level of particular

places and times; the laly ;absolute relevant to Epace End

Time resides in th abstract propositions whose fr(oression

remains invariant under permissible transformations of refer—

once frame.

On the other hand, opTlosed positions take their

stand on the premise that somethinq fixed o ab'olute is to

bc acknovi1edi7ed on th level of sense, In the Aelstotelian

world view, this wan Fnesolied by- thri oltermont coL.stial

sohera which bounded effactive Car' and for Aquinas at least,

provided the universe with a standnrd time. Merton's abolute

space and alosolnt time were in tho rirst instciloo iwinary

mathematical colstnetionsl but they vier objectified through

a confusion of tft3 truth of verification and the truth, prior

to intelligence and thought, that rosiles in ..„"really  out

there": finally, they were given a metaphysical status by be—

ing connected with the omnipresence aìte. the etcrlity of God.

Kant simplified this positiol by maUng Newton's amptv space

and time into a priori forms of the sensibility.
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On ualtlean and Nevtonian suppositions, measure-

ments of distance ani of duration are invariant, so that If

a measurement is correct in any fraaie of reference, the sane

measurement must be corct in all frames of reference th a t

are permissible.

On tne Gpcial Theory of Relativity tne invariant

is the four-dimensional interval, ds, ?-nere

ds2 =	 dx2 4 dy2 + dz2 — c2dt2

Hence, if the valti of ds is correct in any reference frame,
voL—

the ame rd,P,edee must be correct in all permissible frames.^

In the other hand, the values of the spatial components, LE,
dz, and tha value of the teinporal coponont, dt, can be

corret io on .rrence fram .v,ithout therefore being correct

in other pemisible frames. As is clear from th” bbove equa-

tion, the spatial and temporal components can assume any nine-

ber of values compatible with the constancy of the interval, ds.

Clearly enough, this theory hucessitetes some

revision of eaflier ;lotions oh measurable magnitudes, standard

units, measuring, end measuremeat. For on the earlier view a
a

measurement of distance or duration is some single number valid^

in all reference frames. On the new view a measurement of a

distance or a duration se,,m1s to be a series of numbers in

correspondence with a series of reference frames.
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Such a revision is not easy, Ordinarily people

form their notions of measuremwts at a time when they take

Nowtoian presTrositions for 1.stIted. Later, when they are

confronta wlth relativity, th,eyr apt. to be conte:It to

makJ obvious clterRtions A.thout thrida thins th-r-o1h to

a ftlly cohelt po'fAtton, There results a piecemeal and in-

adequate revlsion of basic concepts and this manifests itself

in a parade of alleged Einstoilian paradoxes,

,	 Our loroposal is to attempt a thorough revision.

Flr!A, we shall examine the elementary paradox that the mea-

suring rods of crle referc.nce frame are both shorter and longer

thLn those of another, a•A thet the clocks of one frame ran

both slower and faster than those of ariotheri (for an e7posi-

tio, sea Lindsay and Margenau, PP. :'.39 ff.) Secondly, we

shall work out a generic notion of rr,easurement th a t is in-

dependent of diff7roncos beteen Galileo and1nsteii, Thirdly,

W9 1.aii show ho Una same generic notion adraits different-

iation into the two different specific vieus,
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Connider tho pair of point-instants, and 20 *Mall

In a frame of 2 reference, 16 have the coordinates, (xl, t1) and

(x2, t2), and in a frame,	 movinc with a relative constant

velocity, 116 have the coordinates, (x11, tI1) and (xI2, t12).

Then by the Lorentz•Einstein transformation, writing

H • 1/(1 - u2/(12 )11)-

one easily obtains the equations

xI2	 x11 a	 (X2 • Xl)ii • (t1 • ti)uH	 (1)

tI2 - tIl • (t2 ti)H • (x2 - x1)uHAI2	 (2)

It to to be noted that if oithor of the equations, (1) and (2),

can be obtained then both can be obtainod. Moroovor, by trans-

forming in the oppoeite direction from KI to i4 there are two

othoi, equations, similar to (1) and (2), to be obtained.

Nov those equation() admit both a spatial and a

tomporal application, and to each application threes interpretations

can be given. The spatial application in to suppose that P and Q

are the simultaneous end positions of a standard rod of mit length

in K so that

X2 - xl	 2 / (a)
t2 •	 tl• 0 (4)

whence by equations (1) and (2)

2 '	 x11 4. (5)
t'2 "	 tIl un/°2 (6)

The temporal application is to suppooe that and lore readings

at successive seconds on a stationary standard clock in K so that

X2 • X1 • 0
	

(7)

t2	 t1 • 1
	

(8)

whence by equations (1) and (2)

,c'2.. x11 2	 un
	

(9)

0
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Accordingly, innemUmh an standard units of distance and of time

are expected to traneform invariantly, a problem of interpretation

arioes and three answers may be given.

A first interpretation eeems inspired by the

Fitzgerald contraction. Since a in creator than unity, it is

concluded from equations (3) and (5) that the standard rod in

in shorter than the etandard rod in E: Similarly, it is con,
eluded from equations (8) and (110) that the unit of time in 32.
is o%orter than the unit of time in& Moreover, the oppooite

oonclusiono fl,re reached from the onuationo obtained by trans-

forming from 0 to E. But quite apart from ito paradox, this

interpretation has the defect of saying very litt'A- about.

equations (4) and (6), (7) and (9).

A second interpretation borins Iry neting that in

Special Relativity clockre are synchronized in each frame of reference

by asnuming, not that simultaneity in identical, but that the

velocity of light in the came constant in all frames of reference.

Accordingly, On thin interpretation  eqUatione (5) and (6) are

taken together, and at once it is apparent that a dintance between

simultaneous positions in B.has been tranoformod into a distance

between positions that are not simultaneous in 	 But even

Cinderellals foA would seem large if ono monomsod the distance

between the tip of her too at one inotant and the ban of hes heel

at another; and such Is the view in 10 of the standard unit of

length in K. Similarly, equations (9) and &(10) are taken

together to reveal that, whryt for Lin a time interval on the same

stationary clook, for K1 in a difference in time between clocks

in different pocitions. It follows that the difference in time

given by eqmtion (10) result° not only from the difference in

0	
. .
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time civon by equation (8) but aloo from the faot, underlying the

transformation equations, that in every frame of reference clocks

in different positions are oynchronized by assuminc the velocity

of li!:ht to be the same conotant In all frames. Indeed, while

one may find thin mthod of oynchronization to be otrancet while

one may even find it ntrango that there in any problem of syn

chronization, still, milted that initial oddity, there In no

further oddity broucht to licht by equations (3) to (10) or by

the similar equations obtained when one transform° from 10 to E0

A third interpretation in in terms of Minkowoki space.

It assert° that, within the context of Special Relativity, it is a

blunder to suppose that a difference of ponition in a merely

spatial entity or that a difference of time in a merely temporal

entity. Hence, a standard rod in °patio-temporal: it to net merely

a distance between two pocitions; it is a distance between& a

poeition, xl„ at a time, ti, and a ponition, x.2„ at a time, tr

Similarly, a standard clock in 1:v410-temporal: it does not

aosicn merely temporal differencen; it assicns a difference between

a time, tl, at a ponition, xi, and a time, t2, at a pot:lit/On, x2.

2 Moreover, a unit on any otandard rod determines aftdAand the

same invariant °patio-temporal interval for all framee of reforonee,
ar7

namely, unity; and a unit on a standard clock determines one and

the same invariant spatio-temporal interval for all frames of

reference, namely, jig. Thin invariant interval, gla may be obtained

from the g equations

02 • (x
2 

- x
1
)2 e2(t - t1)2 • 602 - 20 1

)24.. 02(tt2 - tl 1)2

and will find that subotitutions from equationo (3) and (4)

will yield the same ronult, unity,. as Rg oubetitutions from-

equations (5) and (6); similarly, oubetitutions from equations (7)

and..(8) will yield the same renult, Igo an oubatitutiono from

lI
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equations (9) and (10). However, while standard rods and clocks

dotormino the same spatio-tomporal Intervals for all frames of

reference, ntill these invariant din intervalo divide differontly

Into opatial and temporal components; in different frames of

reference. Hone° ono may dintinclAnh between norgial and abnormal

frames by int7x,ducing tho definitionst

A reference frame is normal to measuremanta if differences

of pooition have a temporal component that is zero mmd

difforoncee of time hmvo a apatial component:that its zero.

A reference frnne Is abnormal to moaouronenta if

differences of pocition have a temporal component thnt to not

zero and differences of tine have a spatial component that ie

not zero.

Operationally this neans that reference francs, rads, clocks, mnd

meaeurable objects s'Iould be relatively at rent if ano's maeuring

to not to bo complicated by the ambimities of the olamontary

paradox.

Finally, it nay be noted thnt, while the first

interpretation differs from the other two, the scoond and third

are eanpatiblo and canilemonary. For the nocond explains the

difference° that twine on trannfoAng units of distance and time
A

by rem&ing that, when the relative velocity to not zero, the

transformmtion oellations cover over a peculiar toohniqum in

synchronization, while the third interivotation syctonatizos the

wholo matter by advertinc: to npatio-tcaporal invarimnts and by

noting that Close invariants divide diMrontly into nputial and

temporal components in different reference frames. It remrl.inz,

however, that something bo mid on the amoral notion of meaaurem

-ment precupposed by theamend and third interpretations.

C c
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4,2	 3.120_gamAailotion  of Measurement

ErWrical Laquiry has been co.Aceived as a process

from descr174:ioll t! explanation , 	begin from things as

related to our :y),-ts:Js. V:e end v ith things as related to one

another. Initial cissifications are IN!sed upon sensible%

similarities. But as correlations, laws, theories„ systems

are developed, tlitial classificaA.ons undergo t revision.

Sensible similrity has ceased to be sinificant, and defini-

tions consist of techflical terms thLt have been inveted

a consequence of scientific advance. In this fashion biological

classifications have felt the imprint of the theory of evolu-

tion. CheTlical cell-pounds Ere defined by appealing to chemical

elements, Chemical elemonts are deined by their relattons to

one another in a periodic table that hes room for elements

that, as yet, have not been discovered or synthesized. The

basic notions of pilysis L re a mass, thEt is distinct from

weight, a telperature, that diffees frmi the intensity of

the feeling of a.,3ut, and the electrojmugnetic vector fields,

o th,- principal technique in effecting the

transition from lecription to explanation is neasurements

Te move clay from colors as seen, from sonds as h eard, from

heat and pressure as felt. in their place, ve dei:er:Line the

numbers named measurements. In virtue of this substitution.,

we are able to turn from the relations of sensible terms,

which are correlative to our senses, to the relations of num-

bers, which axe correltive to one another. Such is the funda-

mental significance and function of measurement.
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Further, in const7elcting these numerical rela-

tions of things to one another, there is introIlced al almost

necessary simplification of arrangeent. If it voeld be

thenee•icelly possible, it would not be practicable to relate

things to ole aeother by stating separately the relaeiens of

each to ell the others. The procedure that is botn simpler

and moie wstelaele is to select one type of thing or magni-

tude, to relate all otaers directly to it, and te leave to

deductive inference thie relations of the others areong them-

selves. Thus, instead of noting that Tom is 1/10 taller then

Dick, Dick 1/20 shorter than harry, and harry 1/20 o0413411*---

shorter than Tom, one selects some arbitrary magnitude as

standaTd unit and meaenres Tom, Dick, and Harry, not in terms

of one another, but in terms of feat or centimeters.

A staedard unit, then, is a phyeical magnitude

among other similar physical magnituJes. Its position of

privilege is due to the systematic simplicity of Implying

the relations of each of these mageltudes to all the others

by etating only the relations of all to some one,

In selecting and determiaing standard ueits,

there is a cenventionel, arbitrary element eel, as veil, there

is a far larger theoretical element. It is a matter of conven-

tion that`the steederd foot is the length between notches on

a bar at a certain temperature in a given place. It is arbi-

trary that the foot happens to have the length it has, neither.

more nor less, On the other hand, the remaining aspects of

the standard unit have their basis in presumed or acquired

theoretical knowledge. Yhat is length? Does length vary with

temperature? Does length vary with change of place or of time?
. 229 -
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Does length vary with changeS of frames of reference? These

are relevant questions. If their answers rest on tha!? reFults

of empirical science) they are subject to revision when those

results are revised. If their answers can be obtailed only

by appealing to the field of basic. presuositions and pre-

sumptions, they will b methodological anl subject to the

revi ions of methoiology.

The fundaental point to lyf) grasped here is

a point that already has been male. The absoluto resides not

on the level 	ib10 pre3entations but in tin:3 field of

abstract propoltiona, anl invariant expressions. The constancy

in time of the length of a standard metal bar cannot be as-

certained by compering its leigth yesterday rAth its length

today; the field of observable. Is limited to the present

place and time; tolay's length of the bar can be observed, if

today you aTe in the right place; but yesterday's length has

passed out of the field of observables an,.:1 tomorrow's has

not yet been ushered in. It remains that the coaatancy in

time of the length of th bar is a concluaion based on general

knoaledge. One ascertains, as best one can, all the manners

in which metal bars can change in length; one takes pro-

cailtions to prevent the occurrence of any such changes in

the standard: and, one concludes that as far as one kiows,

no such change has taken Illace. In other -words, the conftancy

of the stan,3ard is 4 conclusion baed upon the invariance of

laws, and a n.vision of th-2 laws will lead to a new •eter-

mination of standard requirements.

This possible revision of standards sets   

-710-    
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a logical puzzle. ilowr, one may ask, can one reach new laws

except through measurements based on old standards? iiow can

tiv.: new laws be correct if the old standards are wrong? How

can incorrect laws lel to the correction of old staldards?

Behlnd such questisxls there lies a mistaken presupposition.

Science does not advance by deducing nev conclusions fro old

predies. Deduction Is an operation th a t occurs only in the

field of crracpts and propositims. But the advnnce of sciene,

as we have se,n, is a circuit, from data to inquirylfrom in-

quiry to irisight, from insicht to tn formulation of premises

and the deduction of their implications, from such form,]lation

to material operations, nIlich yield frsh data and, in the

limit, gonrrt4 th.. Aqv set of insihts named a higher view-

point, A bas1,7 r,ivision, then, Is a leap. At a stroke, it is

a grasp of the insuffidency both of the old laws and of the

old standards. At a stroke, it geaerates both the new laws

and the new standards. Finally, by the same verification, it

establishes that both the new laws arid the new standards

satisfy the data.

What holds for standards, also holds for

thsir use. It is necessary to define as accurately as possible

the precise type of rg..,gnitude that is to be measured. It is

necessary to define the precise procedure that leads from the

measurable maguitude and the standard unit to the determin a-

tion of the numbe:o riamed a measurement, At each stage in the

drvelopment of a science, thesu definitions will be formed in

the light of acquired or presumed knoviledge. But at ev9ry

subsequent stago, tIlare is the possibility of further

232 —
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acquisitions and of new presemptions and so of 4 revision of

the definitions. Such a revision Involves, 4ot the deduction
45,

of ne7 conclusions from old premises, but a leap to fresh
41

premises.
.5414

buch then, Is the gqneric notion of measare-

ment Clearly, it contains eelhin itself the possibility

of successive differentiations that result from revisions

. that occur in the abstract field of definItions, principles,

and laws. 'Pe have now to turn our attention to the revision

involved in the notions of spatial and temporal measurements

by the special Theory of Eelativity.

4,3 affmentiations of the  Ueiieic Notion of Measiren.

Let Ile begin by disting ithing 1) -size,

2) length, and 3) neasurement.

By size will be meant magaitude apart rrom

any geometrical conceptions. It is an elementary, experient-

ial conjugate, and it is to be characterized in terms of

simple experiences.

Thus, spatial size may be indicated sufficient-

ly by saying that it varies in two manners. It varies in an

external fashion, inasmuch ea the nearer it ix, the bigger it

looks. Also it varies in an internal fashion, inasmuch as it

expands or contracts.

Temporal size similarly varies in two tanners.

There is the external variation, named psychological time,

which rushes by when we are interested and lags when we are

bored. There are also internal differences between the sizes

- 232 -
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of durations; twenty years is a long time, even if one is

not in jail; ad a second is a s:Iort time, ,wen if one is.

Ey length .t.:111 be ml:z.nt size as fitted into

a geometrical

C.pEtial 1 �ngth, at a firrst a,pproximation, seems

simply to be 	ze in a sL.Igle direction or dime.1E,ion. Still,

one does have to use some such expression as direction or

dimension. This ft recalls, not only thy: analysiu of size

into length, breadth, and depth, blt also the requirement

that length has to be taken along a straieht line or geodetic.

Further, the ends of a straight lin,! or gilodetic are points,

but the ends of a size are hamlly just :mints; it follows

that the size of the material object muse have b,en submitted

to some detailed geonletrical aoalysis, uo that boundaries of

the size stand in some uniqne corresvmdence with points on a

straight 12ne. F]nellys natrial olj-2cts may be vvi.ying in-

ternally in size, and th.--4 may be Toying locally; an expanding

or contracting object has a seriuL of 1 mk,t.ns at a series of

instants; r I Vii objnt _nce;-;sively lies betv.oen two series

of bounding :osItioaL: it 1 nigth is not thtl distance betreen

present and past boan,liag ocy,itions: an,1 so it follows that

the length of an oOoct dnoende, not oily 04 a recrAtry of

space, but also uwx:. deteintination!, of the Ltstant and of

simultaneity.

The length of a duration can be determined only

by adding mechanical to geometrical anaysis. There has to be

discovered some consta.nt velocity or some regular periodicity.

The spatial size traversed by the velocity has to be con-

ceived in terms of length aid divided into equal parts.

-
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Finally, while the length of a single duration may be deter..

mined by coenting tra versed parts or recurring periods,

still there are many durations: they have to be related to

one feeother in some fashion; anl so there must be worked out

some general determination of simeltaneity or synchronization,

It hee been noted that sizes differ in two

manners; internally, ia virtue of expansions and contractions,

prolongations and curtailments; externally, in virtue of the

relative position of our senses and the quality of our seb-

jective states. The obvious advantage of the notion of

length is that it eliminates merely external differences of

size. Still, one must oot jemp to the conclusion that, there-

fore, length will prove invafiant. As has been seen, deter-

minations of length depend upon determinations of sivultaneity,

and it may be that simultaneity is eot invariant. /Wain

determinations of length depend upon the supeosition of some

specific geometry, end it may happen that the specific geome-

try, verified in Space and Time, does not regard length as

invariant.

There remains measurement, On Nevetonian

suppositions, a measerement is a number that stands to unity

as tne length of the measured magnitude stands to the length

of a standard unit. Thes, to say that a room is twenty feet

long is to say that the length of the room stands to the

length of a foot-rule as the number, twenty, stands to unity.

Again, to say that a process lasts five seconds is to say that

the length of the process stands to the length of a standard

second as the number, five, stands to unity. Finally, lengths

- 234 -
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are invariant under permiseible transformations, and so measure»

ments valid in one reform= frame are valid in sa3.pormissible

frames.

Now the trmnrsilcm to the supositiTmsof Special

Relativity may be effected very cimPly by notinc an overaicht

in the forecoing account of measur-ment. Two Dodos& anA am

are equal in lonGth if an only if A6coinales with at the same

time as P coincidon with go In Tx1rticular, if coincielos with B

at one moment and Z coincides with giat another =inert, relative

motion coilld occur during, the interval and so or7u7Alty colIld not

be assorted. Similarly, two clocIrso Rand g, arc syrollronous

if and only if roclOnas taken at tho same time agree. In parti-

onlar, synchronization cannot be aseorted on the ground	 that

the Tjs,s, readincs from a at one series of moments toe with

the readings from la another series of =mortis.

Moreover, not aalr is an exact doteratmatlon of

the moanine of simultmeity an essential conditim in sonouring

epatial and temporal differonces but also, as ht d boom seen, it

cannot be presumed thatl,aimultsmed in identical for all

spatio-temporal standpoints. Indood„ since eimultanolty is a

rtlation between particular events occurrinc at mrticular times

in particular places, it may blo expectod'y&at-eletttAna-/-ts--L

analocous to such notions as "now" and "then."

Further, to escape the relativity of simultaneity,

appeal must be made to some absolute. But the absoaute in

measurement an the absolute in vace and time resides in the

realm of principles and laws. For principlos an Lams, bocause

they abstl-act from particular places and particular times, cannot

vary with variations in place and time.

Uenco, the bailie pupposition of measurement in
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Special Relativity will coincide with its basic postulate that

the mathematical expression of physical principles and laws is

invariant unaer inertial trancfornationne It follows that the

appropriato geometry into which sizes munt be fitted to yield

lengtho will be !Jankowski once. Further, it follows that the

correct notlon of simultaneity will be the notion implicit 1)

theoretically in the Lorentz-Einstein transformation and 2)

operationally in the fact that in all reference frames elocks

are nynchronized by licht sicnals and the velocity of licht is

always the same conntant.

Renee, in Special Relativity the measurement of

any spatial or toraporal difference determines a cpatio-temporal

intevval 1) that in invariant for all reference frames but

2) that resolve into different spatial and temporal components

in different relatively moving frames,

Further, a dietinetion may be drama between

normal and abnormal reference frames. For if a measured magnis.

tude in purely spatial, in a normal frame it will, have a temporal

component that le zero, but in an abnormal frame it will have a

temporal component that is not zero, Similarly, if a mracureed

marnitude in purely temporal, in a normal frame it will have  a

spatial compoea component that in zero, but in an abnormal frame

it will have a spatial component that in not zero. It follows

that in actual measuring only normal frames should be used if one

is to avoid the complexity of diceoverthe the temporal component

in a spatial difference and the spatial component in a temporal

difference.

It may be remarked that on the present analyele

there seems to vanish the apparently arbitrary division of the

tntverse
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universe into rods and olockm on the at* one hand and, on the

other, everythinc else (*). For the funOnmental point is the
1111111•11.

(4) See the antobiocralihy irtAlbert ,Tinsteing. Philocopher-

SopntIste edited by P. A. Behilpp, The Library of Living

Philosophers , New York. 19049 and 1951. P. 59.
.111111110

relativity of simultaneity0 and that rolntivity enters into

the very notion of a deterntante meacuToments nonce, mhile

measurements are relations between rods and clocks on the one

hamd and, on the other, allottler epatial and tenporal magni-

tudes, still there is no peolliarity in rods thnt to lacking

in other spatial macnituden mn& thono is no poculiailty in elooks

that is lackAnc in other tomporni macuitudes.

Finally, it is perhaps unnecessary to note that

our account of noasuroacnt WTI) no attenpt to treat either the

notion of measurel2ent implicit ln General Relativity or the

problons that arise on tie nottwity of meaouring introduce s a

coinciOental or non-systematic) clement into the Objects under

invostication. io doubt, those tomes conlel not be onitted in

a coneral treatment of the sa74,-)ct, but our purpose has been to

reinforce the point that aboolntee do not lie in the field of

scalable particp2ars and to disassociate our account of the

abstraot intelliribillty of 01ACO and Tine from the paradoxes

that too readily URVO been supposed to be inherent in the

0
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5.	 The Concrete Intelligibility of SDRCO and Time

1 Time have bean defined as ordered

totalities of celorete extensions and of concrete durations.

They arei distinct from imai;inary space and

imaginary time, which are totalities of merely imagined ex-

tensions arid of merely imagined durations. Moreover, the

existence of this distinction reveals that notions of :',.pace

and Time begin from experienced extensions and experienced

durations ancl, employ reference frames to reach out and em-

brace the totality of other concrete extensions and concrete

durations.

Since reference frames are an endless

multiplicity, their intelligible order cannot be more than

descriptive. If one voold unlerstand, not men's notions of

r,pacc end Time, but the intelligibility immanent in  7pace

and Time, thee one !mist advance frofn reference frees to he

geometrical erLet.:icles aryl lavis v:Ilose expression is invariant

under transforetians. :ploreover, the geometry to be reached

will coincide wiLn the geometry determined by ehysiciFts in

securing invariant expression for physical principles and

laws.

Borever, such a geometry is abstract, It

is abstract, not indeed in the sense that it is not verified

(for vhat is wanted is a geometry verified by physicists),

but in the sense that it consists in a set of abstract pro-

- 246 -
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positions and invariant expressions and that, while applic-

able to concrete extensions and durations, still is applied

differently from different spatio-temporal view-points,

Thus, as long as men remain an the level of invariant ex-

pressions, thw are not consering any concrete exterision

and duration; inversely, as soon as men consider concrete

extensions and durations, each views them differently. The

endless multiplicity of difforent spatio-temporal stand-

points and of different frames of reference, so far from being

transcended, re-appears with every return from the abstract

to the concrete.

7here is a parallel point to be made. The

abstract intelligilility of pace end Time is coincilent

with the solution of a problem in physics. It is the in-

telligibility, not so much of Lpece and Time, as of physical

objects in their spatio-temporal relations. May one not ex-

pect an intelligibility proper to Spece and proper to Time?

6uch„then, ie the question envisaged by

this section on the concrete intelligibility of Cpace and

Time, What is Neanted is an intelligibility grasped in the

totality of concrete extensions and durations and, indeed,

identical for all spatio-temporal view,tpoints.

The answer is easily reached. One has

only to shift from the classiCal type of inquiry, el.tich has

bean under consideration, to the complementary statistical

type, It has been argued that a theory of emergent probability

exhibits generically the intelligibility immanent in vorld

process. Emernent probability is the successive realization

0
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of the possibilities of concrete situations in accord with

their probatilltie,L. 1'h,3 concrete intelligibility of Space

is that it groAal!: the possibility of those simultaneous

multiplicities named situations. Thu concrete intelligibility

of Time is that it grounds tbe possibility of successive

r,Dalizations in accord with probebilities. In other words,

concrete extensions and concrete durations are the field or

matter or potency in which emergent probability is the im-

manent form or intelligibility.

0
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